Agri SA
Congress
THE ROAD TO
MEANINGFUL AND
SUSTAINABLE LAND
REFORM

Back ground
• Agri SA General Council resolution (incl grouping)
– Approach - Principled, Proactive & Progressive on
Rural Development and Land Reform
• Recognise significant transformation
– Commodity driven approach
– On farm economic empowerment
• “We recognise the consequences of indecision and will
hence pursue a variety of initiatives catering for the
diversity within the agricultural sector to streamline
each pillar of land reform.”

Context
• Green Paper on Land Reform
• Policy documents and other
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Draft Expropriation Bill, 2013
Land Commission Bill, 2013 (LMC)
Property Valuation Act, 2014
Restitution of Land Rights Amendment Act, 2014
Extension of Security of Tenure Amendment Bill, 2013 (ESTA) (creating Land Rights
Management Board (LRMB)
Communal Land Tenure Bill, 2014
Communal Property Associations Amendment Bill, 2014
Promotion of Protection of Investment Bill, 2013
Acquisition and Disposal of Land by Foreign Persons Bill
Strengthening of relative rights of farm workers (50% proposal)
Regulations of Land Holdings Bill, 2014
Limitations on private land (private ownership with certain restrictions and leased
land, land ceilings and the right of first refusal)
State land policy
Policy on the exceptions to the 1913 Natives Land Act cut-off date

Context cont.

National Development Plan Chapter 6:
The TTT acknowledges the NDP as a useful framework for
sustainable land reform.
• Chapter 6 contains general principles, including the
following:
• Focus not only on land, but on
– creating an integrated and inclusive rural economy
– successful land reform will be the basis for
agricultural development
– recognises that security of tenure for farmers is a
requirement for investment and growth in the sector
– applies to communal areas

Context cont.

• Among the aims of vision 2030 for rural areas are:
– food security and the empowerment of farm workers and job
creation
– Expanding commercial agriculture
• The other important principle is sustainability of production.
• NDP proposes:
– proper monitoring of land markets to prevent corruption and
speculation,
– bringing land transfer targets in line with fiscal and economic
realities and
– offering white farmers the chance to significantly contribute
to the success of black farmers through mentorships, chain
integration and skills transfer.
– greater support for public private partnerships with regards
to agricultural expansion

Context cont.

• The NDP did not foresee the re-opening of restitution
claims
– Not catered for in the NDP
– How do you participate in the presence of a restitution
claim?
– How will participating owners be protected from future
restitution claims (remember restitution is rights
based)?
• “One-size fits all” cannot work (specific model by NDP)
• NDP needs to be inclusive of a variety of models
– Financing (who, how etc.)
• Participation Incentives
– TTT will do more work on possible options

Restitution

• TTT conducting an in depth analysis
– SAHRC findings and other research on shortcomings of restitution model
• Limited finances for the settlement of claims
– 2014-15 budget is R415 million, yet the claims to be settled amounts to
R1,6 billion
• Communal Settlement model
– transferring land to Trusts & CPA’s has led to governance challenges
• Post transfer support
– Production collapse due to the inability to timeously align a
comprehensive settlement support, access to finance, equipment skills
development, mentorship and extension support etc.
• TTT engaged on a pilot project:
• Focus of key challenges that are confronting the sustainability of the
restitution, with the aim of jointly developing alternative intervention
strategies.
– “How do we improve the restitution model?”
– “Explore alternative financing mechanisms to support the RLCC in the
acquisition of land”

Key principles of a restitution alternative
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Redistribution

• Basket of alternatives
– “One size fits all” - is not an option
– Structuring alternative models on a case-by-case basis
• Some principles include:
– Promote diverse ownership models of agricultural land
– Growth prospects (land and business)
– Comprehensive support programme to sustain production
– Build the capacity of land reform farmers
– Thorough consultation (transparency, trust, fairness)
– Choosing the right partners
– Mediation / Dispute resolution
– Timing (greatest challenge)
– Entrepreneurial reward
– Projects lending themselves to a more holistic benefit

Photos courtesy of Kwanalu & Henderson

Experience
• Received R3 million: replanting,
ratoon management, irrigation
infrastructure for bananas
• Resulted in a 61 % increase in
production,
• 9 permanent jobs and 70
seasonal jobs created,
• Hosted her own youth day
programme in 2013 on her farm

Photos courtesy of Kwanalu

Alternatives cont.

Additional work being undertaken by TTT:
• Review of successful redistribution projects
• Research Equity share holding
• Create an “idea bank” for existing redistribution
projects that work
• Analyse lessons learnt from NDP Mpumalanga model
and apply these lessons to further pilots

Photos courtesy of C Cloete

Alternatives cont.

• Communal land tenure
– Investigate industrial development zones
– Pursue production loans for communal farmers

• Agri BEE
– How and what value is attached to contributions
made?
– Develop measurements for sector contributions• Agri Business
• Primary sector

Farmer / Grower development

Redistribution cont.

Right of First Refusal
 Assess advantages and disadvantages
 Disadvantages can be minimized by putting conditions and
checks and balances in place;
 Pilots – no legislation initially;
 Process to be followed set out in detail by TTT with help of an
experienced conveyancer;
 Conditions include:
• No forced acquisitions;
• Exemption of certain categories of farmland transfer;
• Time frames to apply;
• Rules to apply to counter-offers;
• Market value to apply;
• Database of all land acquired in this way, constant update

Special Purpose Vehicle – SPV
• SPV can play a role in facilitating access to finance,
identification of land, beneficiaries and ensuring sustainability
of projects
• Serve a particular function amongst other:
– Acquisition and financing
– Monitoring of specific assets / projects
– Holistic agricultural service
– Create opportunities for participation in the value chain,
access to markets
– Promoting growth, sustainability, transformation
• Governance, role clarification etc.
• Work in progress
– TTT will seek synergy with other similar initiatives

Agricultural Social Accord
• Look at combining best practice models
– Review the housing code for human settlements
• Agricultural social accord may amongst other include:
– Respect of human rights
– Improvement of productivity
– Enhance Compliance OHSA, BCEA etc.
– Promote dialog
– Seek transformation
• At all times maintaining a balance in ensuring the growth of
the agricultural sector
• TTT Work in progress - will liaise closely with the Agri SA
Labour Policy Committee

In conclusion
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hear & Understand our members
Exposed to extensive debate
Complexities, adapt
Solutions & opportunities
Comfort
Values
Principles
Mandate
Commitment & Diligence

Agri SA Mandate to Proceed:
• Agri SA and its affiliates pledge to support
sustainable Land Reform and Rural Development,
under sound business principles of the free market,
whilst upholding the Constitution of the Republic of
South Africa.
• In order to achieve this, Agri SA commits to forging
relationships with role players and stakeholders at all
levels, with a view to encouraging voluntary
participation in Land Reform and Rural Development,
thereby broadening participation in commercial
agriculture.

• Agri SA believes that a well implemented and
successful Land Reform and Rural Development
process will lead to a stable, viable and profitable
agricultural sector which will, in turn, aid in
unlocking the agricultural development
opportunities in communal and other under
developed areas. This will further ensure the
national objectives of food security, job creation and
poverty alleviation.
• In this regard Agri SA undertakes to diligently
investigate economic investment and other growth
opportunities to achieve the stated objectives and to
provide a menu of possible options which could
facilitate land reform and Rural Development.

• Congress simultaneously calls on Government to recognise
and acknowledge the commitment and good faith of Agri
SA and to, in turn, undertake to fulfil its own crucial role in
facilitating Land Reform and Rural Development through
inter alia :
• Investigating special financing options for Land Reform and
Rural Development.
• Budgeting adequately for these financial requirements
where needed.
• Providing incentives, financial or otherwise, for voluntary
participation in Land Reform and Rural Development
• Providing suitably qualified, capable and motivated staff,
from a wide variety of necessary disciplines, with decision
making capabilities, to facilitate and underpin the process.
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